**November in the Garden:**

*Clean up leaves, dead foliage and other debris in the garden and landscape. Re-mulch plants to keep warm, discourage cool season weeds and prevent soil movement.*

*Apply **EB Stone Organics Ultra Bloom** to Citrus to sweeten ripening fruit, promote new spring flowers and also increase cold tolerance. This fertilizer contains Phosphorus for heavy blooms and fruit set and Potash for increased disease resistance and cold tolerance yet no Nitrogen to push tender growth in winter months. Tender leaves are more likely to freeze!*

*Spray Citrus with **Wilt Stop** and/or cover with **Frost Cloth** to protect it from winter damage.*

Younger trees and Limes are especially susceptible to winter kill. Cold, dry weather dehydrates leaves just as it does our skin, **Wilt Stop** helps slow moisture loss.
*Once leaves have fallen from Fruit Trees, Berries, Grapes and deciduous shrubs, spray with Liqui-Cop and Horticultural oil to kill fungal diseases and overwintering pests. The Liqui-Cop provides 4-6 weeks of protection from Powdery Mildew, Peach leaf Curl, Rust, Shot Hole fungus, Black Spot and many more plant diseases. Horticultural Oil smothers egg cases left behind by aphids, whiteflies, spider mites and more. It’s also helpful in increasing adhesion of the Liqui-Cop. These two products can be mixed together and sprayed simultaneously. These two products should be sprayed 3-4 times through the dormant season. The first spray is timed just after leaf fall then every 4-6 weeks after that until the trees or shrubs are budded but not yet popped open.

All products are available for purchase at Gold Leaf Nursery! Come in today and set your Garden up for Success!